Return to Normal –

- Treat COVID like the Flu
  - It will always be here
  - No more quarantines
  - Let people make their own decisions
  - No mask mandatory
  - Let Kids return to a normal life!
  - Let’s deal with the State’s Deficits!
  - Cut State of CT Costs
  - Reduce Taxes
  - Reduce Energy Costs
  - Stop Supporting Green Technologies that aren’t really Green, just marketed that way
    - Grid Mod – Electric Vehicles
    - Grid Mod – Battery Storage
    - Grid Mod – Innovations
    - Wind Turbines
    - Solar Energy
    - Create Safe Nuclear Plants that will create cheaper and reliable Energy
    - If CT stays on this path, we will have rolling black outs, and higher costs!
    - Make some smart decisions for a change, and not marketing/political decisions!
  - Stop the Politics!!

It’s been long enough!!!
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